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☐ Acquire a holistic knowledge of the field:
  - Observations, models and simulations;
  - Elementary physical processes and how to combine them;
  - What are the open questions.

☐ Acquire some technical skills.

☐ Create personal links b/w participants & with speakers:
  - Networking & collaborations;
  - Kick-starting projects;
  - Potential job prospectives.

☐ Do not forget to have fun...
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The Summer School Legacy

Now that the school is over:

Slides & video link of all lectures on: ismgalaxies2023@sciencesconf.org.

Check out, like & subscribe to the school's channel: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCT4ciux-qUqo9XmOTw4FNPw.

Check out products delivered by hands-on participants.

Network & potential collaborations.
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